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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing a web page by using HTML5 and C5S3. The page includes a <div> tag with
the ID set to validate.
When the page is rendered, the contents of the <div> tag appear on a line separate from the
content above and below it.
The rendered page resembles the following graphic.
The page must be rendered so that the <div> tag is not forced to be separate from the other
content.
The following graphic shows the correctly rendered output.
You need to ensure that the page is rendered to meet the requirement. Which line of code
should you use?
A. document.getElementSyId("validate").style.display = "block";
B. document.getElementById("validate").style.display = "inline";

C. document.getElementById("validate").style.padding = "0";
D. document.getElementById("validate").style.margin = "0";
Answer: B
Explanation:
http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/pr_class_display.asp

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the Exhibits.
IBM 000-605 Exam
An integration developer needs to implement an application to manage the reception of
resumes for a job application. The application must allow the applicant to attach a photo in
jpeg format. The integration developer decides to create a mediation module exposed through
a Web Service Export binding using SOAP with Referenced Attachments to save the photo to a
database and send the rest of the data to a business process for further processing. Exhibit A
shows the assembly diagram of the mediation module. Exhibit B shows the interface of the
Export component of the mediation module in the interface editor. Which actions does the
integration developer need to execute in the interface editor above, in order to correctly
configure the Web Service Export binding to handle SOAP with Referenced Attachments?
A. Leave the binding style to 'document literal wrapped', change the 'attachment' input type to
'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
B. Change the binding style to 'document literal non wrapped', change the 'attachment' input
type to 'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
C. Leave the binding style to 'document literal wrapped', change the 'attachment' input type to
'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
D. Leave the binding style to 'document literal wrapped', change the 'attachment' input type to
'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
E. Leave the binding style to 'document literal wrapped', change the 'attachment' input type to
'base64Binary'.Leave the binding style to 'document literal wrapped', change the 'attachment'
input type to 'base64Binary'.
F. Change the binding style to 'document literal non wrapped', change the 'attachment' input
type to 'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
G. Change the binding style to 'document literal non wrapped', change the 'attachment' input
type to 'hexBinary', add in the Property editor the binary content type field 'image/jpeg' for the
'attachment' input.
H. Change the binding style to 'document literal non wrapped', change the 'attachment' input
type to 'hexBinary'.C.Change the binding style to 'document literal non wrapped', change the
'attachment' input type to 'hexBinary'.
Answer: B,F,G

NEW QUESTION: 3
Assume that, on the Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR, an LSP is configured with one-to-one FRR and
node protection. Which of the following statements are FALSE? (Choose two)
A. The detour LSP can take one or more hops before merging back on the protected LSP.

B. The merge point of the protected LSP must be the next-next-hop node
C. Each PLR signals a detour LSP that avoids the downstream node. If the downstream node
cannot be avoided, a detour LSP that avoids the downstream link is signaled.
D. The ingress router will set the local protection desired flag in the session attribute object of
the path message to inform all routers along the protected LSP path to establish detour LSPs.
E. The label recording desired flag must be set in the session attribute object in order for the
PLR to know what label to swap when using the detour LSP.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the primary focus of the business management?
A. Management, control and prediction of the performance, utilization and capacity of
individual elements of IT technology
B. Review of all capacity supplier agreements and underpinning contracts with supplier
management
C. Future business requirements for IT services are quantified, designed, planned and
implemented in a timely fashion
D. Management, control and prediction of the end-to-end performance and capacity of the live,
operational IT services
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References:
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